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Fundamentals of Communications
Systems
Automotive Control Systems
This book uses a practical approach in the application
of theoretical concepts to digital communications in
the design of software defined radio modems. This
book discusses the design, implementation and
performance verification of waveforms and algorithms
appropriate for digital data modulation and
demodulation in modern communication systems.
Using a building-block approach, the author provides
an introductory to the advanced understanding of
acquisition and data detection using source and
executable simulation code to validate the
communication system performance with respect to
theory and design specifications. The author focuses
on theoretical analysis, algorithm design, firmware
and software designs and subsystem and system
testing. This book treats system designs with a
variety of channel characteristics from very low to
optical frequencies. This book offers system analysis
and subsystem implementation options for acquisition
and data detection appropriate to the channel
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conditions and system specifications, and provides
test methods for demonstrating system performance.
This book also: Outlines fundamental system
requirements and related analysis that must be
established prior to a detailed subsystem design
Includes many examples that highlight various
analytical solutions and case studies that characterize
various system performance measures Discusses
various aspects of atmospheric propagation using the
spherical 4/3 effective earth radius model Examines
Ionospheric propagation and uses the Rayleigh fading
channel to evaluate link performance using several
robust waveform modulations Contains end-ofchapter problems, allowing the reader to further
engage with the text Digital Communications with
Emphasis on Data Modems is a great resource for
communication-system and digital signal processing
engineers and students looking for in-depth theory as
well as practical implementations.

RF and Microwave Applications and
Systems
This supplement to any standard DSP text is one of
the first books to successfully integrate the use of
MATLAB® in the study of DSP concepts. In this book,
MATLAB® is used as a computing tool to explore
traditional DSP topics, and solve problems to gain
insight. This greatly expands the range and
complexity of problems that students can effectively
study in the course. Since DSP applications are
primarily algorithms implemented on a DSP processor
or software, a fair amount of programming is
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required. Using interactive software such as
MATLAB® makes it possible to place more emphasis
on learning new and difficult concepts than on
programming algorithms. Interesting practical
examples are discussed and useful problems are
explored. This updated second edition includes new
homework problems and revises the scripts in the
book, available functions, and m-files to MATLAB®
V7.

Digital Signal Processing for
Communication Systems
All marketing is digital and everyone should have a
digital strategy. Everything is going mobile. "The
world has never been more social" is the recent talk
in the community. Digital Communication is the key
enabler of that. Digital information tends to be far
more resistant to transmit and interpret errors than
information symbolized in an analog medium. This
accounts for the clarity of digitally-encoded telephone
connections, compact audio disks, and much of the
enthusiasm in the engineering community for digital
communications technology. A contemporary and
comprehensive coverage of the field of digital
communication, this book explores modern digital
communication techniques. The purpose of this book
is to extend and update the knowledge of the reader
in the dynamically changing field of digital
communication.

Wireless Communications
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A concise introduction to the core concepts in digital
communication, providing clarity and depth through
examples, problems and MATLAB exercises. Its simple
structure maps a logical route to understand the most
basic principles in digital communication, and also
leads students through more in-depth treatment with
examples and step-by step instructions.

Synchronization in Digital
Communication Systems
An accessible undergraduate textbook introducing
key fundamental principles behind modern
communication systems, supported by exercises,
software problems and lab exercises.

A First Course in Digital Communications
"Digital Communications" presents the theory and
application of the philosophy of Digital
Communication systems in a unique but lucid form.
The book inserts equal importance to the theory and
application aspect of the subject whereby the authors
selected a wide class of problems. The Salient
features of the book are: 1. The foundation of Fourier
series, Transform and wavelets are introduces in a
unique way but in lucid language. 2. The application
area is rich and resemblance to the present trend of
research, as we are attached with those areas
professionally. 3. Elegant exercise section is designed
in such a way that, the readers can get the flavor of
the subject and get attracted towards the future
scopes of the subject. 4. Unparallel tabular, flow chart
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based and pictorial methodology description will be
there for sustained impression of the proposed
design/algorithms in mind.

Contemporary Communication Systems
Using MATLAB
Providing the underlying principles of digital
communication and the design techniques of realworld systems, this textbook prepares senior
undergraduate and graduate students for the
engineering practices required in industry. Covering
the core concepts, including modulation,
demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it
provides step-by-step mathematical derivations to aid
understanding of background material. In addition to
describing the basic theory, the principles of system
and subsystem design are introduced, enabling
students to visualize the intricate connections
between subsystems and understand how each
aspect of the design supports the overall goal of
achieving reliable communications. Throughout the
book, theories are linked to practical applications with
over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370 varied
homework problems in three levels of difficulty
enhance and extend the text material. With this
textbook, students can understand how digital
communication systems operate in the real world,
learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate end-toend performance with ease and confidence.

Communication Systems,2E
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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed postconference proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless
Networks, CROWNCOM 2015, held in Doha, Qatar, in
April 2015. The 66 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 110 submissions
and cover the evolution of cognitive radio technology
pertaining to 5G networks. The papers are clustered
to topics on dynamic spectrum access/management,
networking protocols for CR, modeling and theory, HW
architecture and implementations, next generation of
cognitive networks, standards and business models,
and emerging applications for cognitive networks.

An Introduction to Analog and Digital
Communications, 2nd Edition
Digital Signal Processing for Communication Systems
examines the plans for the future and the progress
that has already been made, in the field of DSP and
its applications to communication systems. The book
pursues the progression from communication and
information theory through to the implementation,
evaluation and performance enhancing of practical
communication systems using DSP technology. Digital
Signal Processing for Communication Systems looks
at various types of coding and modulation techniques,
describing different applications of Turbo-Codes, BCH
codes and general block codes, pulse modulations,
and combined modulation and coding in order to
improve the overall system performance. The book
examines DSP applications in measurements
performed for channel characterisation, pursues the
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use of DSP for design of effective channel simulators,
and discusses equalization and detection of various
signal formats for different channels. A number of
system design issues are presented where digital
signal processing is involved, reporting on the
successful implementation of the system components
using DSP technology, and including the problems
involved with implementation of some DSP
algorithms. Digital Signal Processing for
Communication Systems serves as an excellent
resource for professionals and researchers who deal
with digital signal processing for communication
systems, and may serve as a text for advanced
courses on the subject.

Digital Communications
For one- or two-semester, senior-level undergraduate
courses in Communication Systems for Electrical and
Computer Engineering majors. This text introduces
the basic techniques used in modern communication
systems and provides fundamental tools and
methodologies used in the analysis and design of
these systems. The authors emphasize digital
communication systems, including new generations of
wireless communication systems, satellite
communications, and data transmission networks. A
background in calculus, linear algebra, basic
electronic circuits, linear system theory, and
probability and random variables is assumed.

Digital Communications
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The goal of this book is to present the latest
applications of machine learning, which mainly
include: speech recognition, traffic and fault
classification, surface quality prediction in laser
machining, network security and bioinformatics,
enterprise credit risk evaluation, and so on. This book
will be of interest to industrial engineers and
scientists as well as academics who wish to pursue
machine learning. The book is intended for both
graduate and postgraduate students in fields such as
computer science, cybernetics, system sciences,
engineering, statistics, and social sciences, and as a
reference for software professionals and practitioners.
The wide scope of the book provides them with a
good introduction to many application researches of
machine learning, and it is also the source of useful
bibliographical information.

Digital Communications with Emphasis
on Data Modems
Digital Communications is a classic book in the area
that is designed to be used as a senior or graduate
level text. The text is flexible and can easily be used
in a one semester course or there is enough depth to
cover two semesters. Its comprehensive nature
makes it a great book for students to keep for
reference in their professional careers. This allinclusive guide delivers an outstanding introduction to
the analysis and design of digital communication
systems. Includes expert coverage of new topics:
Turbocodes, Turboequalization, Antenna Arrays,
Digital Cellular Systems, and Iterative Detection.
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Convenient, sequential organization begins with a
look at the history and classification of channel
models and builds from there.

Communication Systems Engineering
The revised edition deals with the basics of
communication systems required at the UG level in
detail and in a user-friendly manner. The
understanding of the subject has been very well
created with the help of easy to understand
mathematical usage in numerous solved and
unsolved examples. Maintaining the same writing
style, the authors have tried to keep the readers
abreast with the latest developments in the field.

Fundamentals of Digital Communication
Revised to reflect all the current trends in the digital
communications field, this all-inclusive guide delivers
an outstanding introduction to the analysis and
design of digital communication systems. Includes
expert coverage of new topics: Turbocodes,
Turboequalization, Antenna Arrays, Digital Cellular
Systems, and Iterative Detection. Convenient,
sequential organization begins with a look at the
historyo and classification of channel models and
builds from there.

A Foundation in Digital Communication
Learn to use MATLAB as a useful computing tool for
exploring traditional Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
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topics and solving problems to gain insight. DIGITAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING USING MATLAB: A PROBLEM
SOLVING COMPANION, 4E greatly expands the range
and complexity of problems that learners can
effectively study. Since DSP applications are primarily
algorithms implemented on a DSP processor or
software, they typically require a significant amount
of programming. Using interactive software, such as
MATLAB, enables readers to focus on mastering new
and challenging concepts rather than concentrating
on programming algorithms. This edition discusses
interesting, practical examples and explores useful
problems to provide the groundwork for further study.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Digital Communication
This book is devoted to one of the essential functions
of modern telecommunications systems: channel
coding or error correction coding. Its main topic is
iteratively decoded algebraic codes, convolutional
codes and concatenated codes.

Digital Communications
Thorough coverage of basic digital communication
system principles ensures that readers are exposed to
all basic relevant topics in digital communication
system design. The use of CD player and JPEG image
coding standard as examples of systems that employ
modern communication principles allows readers to
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relate the theory to practical systems. Over 180
worked-out examples throughout the book aids
readers in understanding basic concepts. Over 480
problems involving applications to practical systems
such as satellite communications systems,
ionospheric channels, and mobile radio channels
gives readers ample opportunity to practice the
concepts they have just learned. With an emphasis on
digital communications, Communication Systems
Engineering, Second Edition introduces the basic
principles underlying the analysis and design of
communication systems. In addition, this book gives a
solid introduction to analog communications and a
review of important mathematical foundation topics.
New material has been added on wireless
communication systems—GSM and CDMA/IS-94; turbo
codes and iterative decoding; multicarrier (OFDM)
systems; multiple antenna systems. Includes
thorough coverage of basic digital communication
system principles—including source coding, channel
coding, baseband and carrier modulation, channel
distortion, channel equalization, synchronization, and
wireless communications. Includes basic coverage of
analog modulation such as amplitude modulation,
phase modulation, and frequency modulation as well
as demodulation methods. For use as a reference for
electrical engineers for all basic relevant topics in
digital communication system design.

Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB:
A Problem Solving Companion
Offers concise, practical knowledge on modern
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communication systems to help students transition
smoothly into the workplace and beyond This book
presents the most relevant concepts and technologies
of today's communication systems and presents them
in a concise and intuitive manner. It covers advanced
topics such as Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple-Input MultipleOutput (MIMO) Technology, which are enabling
technologies for modern communication systems
such as WiFi (including the latest enhancements) and
LTE-Advanced. Following a brief introduction to the
field, Digital Communication for Practicing Engineers
immerses readers in the theories and technologies
that engineers deal with. It starts off with Shannon
Theorem and Information Theory, before moving on to
basic modules of a communication system, including
modulation, statistical detection, channel coding,
synchronization, and equalization. The next part of
the book discusses advanced topics such as OFDM
and MIMO, and introduces several emerging
technologies in the context of 5G cellular system
radio interface. The book closes by outlining several
current research areas in digital communications. In
addition, this text: Breaks down the subject into selfcontained lectures, which can be read individually or
as a whole Focuses on the pros and cons of widely
used techniques, while providing references for
detailed mathematical analysis Follows the current
technology trends, including advanced topics such as
OFDM and MIMO Touches on content this is not
usually contained in textbooks such as cyclostationary symbol timing recovery, adaptive selfinterference canceler, and Tomlinson-Harashima
precoder Includes many illustrations, homework
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problems, and examples Digital Communication for
Practicing Engineers is an ideal guide for graduate
students and professionals in digital communication
looking to understand, work with, and adapt to the
current and future technology.

Digital Signal Processing
A comprehensive and detailed treatment of the
program SIMULINK® that focuses on SIMULINK® for
simulations in Digital and Wireless Communications
Modeling of Digital Communication Systems Using
SIMULINK® introduces the reader to SIMULINK®, an
extension of the widely-used MATLAB modeling tool,
and the use of SIMULINK® in modeling and simulating
digital communication systems, including wireless
communication systems. Readers will learn to model
a wide selection of digital communications techniques
and evaluate their performance for many important
channel conditions. Modeling of Digital
Communication Systems Using SIMULINK® is
organized in two parts. The first addresses Simulink®
models of digital communications systems using
various modulation, coding, channel conditions and
receiver processing techniques. The second part
provides a collection of examples, including speech
coding, interference cancellation, spread spectrum,
adaptive signal processing, Kalman filtering and
modulation and coding techniques currently
implemented in mobile wireless systems. Covers case
examples, progressing from basic to complex
Provides applications for mobile communications,
satellite communications, and fixed wireless systems
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that reveal the power of SIMULINK modeling Includes
access to useable SIMULINK® simulations online All
models in the text have been updated to R2018a;
only problem sets require updating to the latest
release by the user Covering both the use of
SIMULINK® in digital communications and the
complex aspects of wireless communication systems,
Modeling of Digital Communication Systems
UsingSIMULINK® is a great resource for both
practicing engineers and students with MATLAB
experience.

Digital Communication
Thorough coverage of basic digital communication
system principles ensures that readers are exposed to
all basic relevant topics in digital communication
system design. The use of CD player and JPEG image
coding standard as examples of systems that employ
modern communication principles allows readers to
relate the theory to practical systems. Over 180
worked-out examples throughout the book aids
readers in understanding basic concepts. Over 480
problems involving applications to practical systems
such as satellite communications systems,
ionospheric channels, and mobile radio channels
gives readers ample opportunity to practice the
concepts they have just learned. With an emphasis on
digital communications, Communication Systems
Engineering, Second Edition introduces the basic
principles underlying the analysis and design of
communication systems. In addition, this book gives a
solid introduction to analog communications and a
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review of important mathematical foundation topics.
New material has been added on wireless
communication systems -- GSM and CDMA/IS-94;
turbo codes and iterative decoding; multicarrier
(OFDM) systems; multiple antenna systems. Includes
thorough coverage of basic digital communication
system principles -- including source coding, channel
coding, baseband and carrier modulation, channel
distortion, channel equalization, synchronization, and
wireless communications. Includes basic coverage of
analog modulation such as amplitude modulation,
phase modulation, and frequency modulation as well
as demodulation methods.

Contemporary Communication Systems
Using MATLAB
This intuitive yet rigourous introduction derives the
core results of digital communication from first
principles. Theory, rather than industry standards,
motivates the engineering approaches, and key
results are stated with all the required assumptions.
The book emphasizes the geometric view, opening
with the inner product, the matched filter for its
computation, Parseval's theorem, the sampling
theorem as an orthonormal expansion, the isometry
between passband signals and their baseband
representation, and the spectral-efficiency optimality
of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
Subsequent chapters address noise, hypothesis
testing, Gaussian stochastic processes, and the
sufficiency of the matched filter outputs. Uniquely,
there is a treatment of white noise without
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generalized functions, and of the power spectral
density without artificial random jitters and random
phases in the analysis of QAM. This systematic and
insightful book, with over 300 exercises, is ideal for
graduate courses in digital communication, and for
anyone asking 'why' and not just 'how'.

Cognitive Radio Oriented Wireless
Networks
This supplement to any standard communication
systems text is one of the first books to successfully
integrate the use of MATLAB in the study of
communication systems concepts and problems. It
has been developed for instructors and students who
wish to make use of MATLAB as an integral part of
their study. The former will find the means by which
to use MATLAB as a powerful tool to motivate
students and illustrate essential theory without
having to customize the applications themselves; the
latter will find relevant problems quickly and easily.
The book includes numerous MATLAB-based
simulations and examples of communication systems,
while providing a good balance of theory and handson computer experience. This Updated Printing
revises the book and MATLAB files (available for
downloading from the Brooks/Cole Bookware
Companion Resource Center Web Site) to MATLAB V5.

Digital Communication
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference
proceedings of the Third EAI International Conference
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on Innovations and Interdisciplinary Solutions for
Underserved Areas, InterSol 2019, and the 8th
Conference on Research in Computer Science and its
Applications, CNRIA 2019, held in Saint-Louis,
Senegal, in April 2019. The 16 papers presented were
selected from 34 submissions and issue different
problems in underserved and unserved areas. They
face problems in almost all sectors such as energy,
water, communication, climate, food, education,
transportation, social development, and economic
growth.

Digital Communication for Practicing
Engineers
The clear, easy-to-understand introduction to digital
communications Completely updated coverage of
today's most critical technologies Step-by-step
implementation coverage Trellis-coded modulation,
fading channels, Reed-Solomon codes, encryption,
and more Exclusive coverage of maximizing
performance with advanced "turbo codes" "This is a
remarkably comprehensive treatment of the field,
covering in considerable detail modulation, coding
(both source and channel), encryption, multiple
access and spread spectrum. It can serve both as an
excellent introduction for the graduate student with
some background in probability theory or as a
valuable reference for the practicing ommunication
system engineer. For both communities, the
treatment is clear and well presented." - Andrew
Viterbi, The Viterbi Group Master every key digital
communications technology, concept, and technique.
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Digital Communications, Second Edition is a
thoroughly revised and updated edition of the field's
classic, best-selling introduction. With remarkable
clarity, Dr. Bernard Sklar introduces every digital
communication technology at the heart of today's
wireless and Internet revolutions, providing a unified
structure and context for understanding them -- all
without sacrificing mathematical precision. Sklar
begins by introducing the fundamentals of signals,
spectra, formatting, and baseband transmission.
Next, he presents practical coverage of virtually every
contemporary modulation, coding, and signal
processing technique, with numeric examples and
step-by-step implementation guidance. Coverage
includes: Signals and processing steps: from
information source through transmitter, channel,
receiver, and information sink Key tradeoffs: signal-tonoise ratios, probability of error, and bandwidth
expenditure Trellis-coded modulation and ReedSolomon codes: what's behind the math
Synchronization and spread spectrum solutions
Fading channels: causes, effects, and techniques for
withstanding fading The first complete how-to guide
to turbo codes: squeezing maximum performance out
of digital connections Implementing encryption with
PGP, the de facto industry standard Whether you're
building wireless systems, xDSL, fiber or coax-based
services, satellite networks, or Internet infrastructure,
Sklar presents the theory and the practical
implementation details you need. With nearly 500
illustrations and 300 problems and exercises, there's
never been a faster way to master advanced digital
communications. CD-ROM INCLUDED The CD-ROM
contains a complete educational version of Elanix'
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SystemView DSP design software, as well as detailed
notes for getting started, a comprehensive DSP
tutorial, and over 50 additional communications
exercises.

Software-Defined Radio for Engineers
Wireless technology is a truly revolutionary paradigm
shift, enabling multimedia communications between
people and devices from any location. It also
underpins exciting applications such as sensor
networks, smart homes, telemedicine, and automated
highways. This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to the underlying theory, design
techniques and analytical tools of wireless
communications, focusing primarily on the core
principles of wireless system design. The book begins
with an overview of wireless systems and standards.
The characteristics of the wireless channel are then
described, including their fundamental capacity limits.
Various modulation, coding, and signal processing
schemes are then discussed in detail, including stateof-the-art adaptive modulation, multicarrier, spread
spectrum, and multiple antenna techniques. The
concluding chapters deal with multiuser
communications, cellular system design, and ad-hoc
network design. Design insights and tradeoffs are
emphasized throughout the book. It contains many
worked examples, over 200 figures, almost 300
homework exercises, over 700 references, and is an
ideal textbook for students.

Digital Communication for Practicing
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Engineers
This volume, RF and Microwave Applications and
Systems, includes a wide range of articles that
discuss RF and microwave systems used for
communication and radar and heating applications.
Commercial, avionics, medical, and military
applications are addressed. An overview of
commercial communications systems is provided.
Past, current, and emerging cellular systems,
navigation systems, and satellite-based systems are
discussed. Specific voice and data commercial
systems are investigated more thoroughly in
individual chapters that follow. Detailed discussions of
military electronics, avionics, and radar (both military
and automotive) are provided in separate chapters. A
chapter focusing on FR/microwave energy used for
therapeutic medicine is also provided. Systems
considerations including thermal, mechanical,
reliability, power management, and safety are
discussed in separate chapters. Engineering
processes are also explored in articles about
corporate initiatives, cost modeling, and design
reviews. The book closes with a discussion of the
underlying physics of electromagnetic propagation
and interference. In addition to new chapters on
WiMAX and broadband cable, nearly every existing
chapter features extensive updates and several were
completely rewritten to reflect the massive changes
areas such as radio navigation and electronic warfare.

Modeling of Digital Communication
Systems Using SIMULINK
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Ultrawideband (UWB) communication systems offer
an unprecedented opportunityto impact the future
communication world. The enormous available
bandwidth, the wide scope of the data rate /
rangetrade-off, as well as the potential for very lowcost operation leading topervasive usage, all present
a unique opportunity for UWB systems to impactthe
way people and intelligent machines communicate
and interact with theirenvironment. The aim of this
book is to provide an overview of the state of the art
of UWBsystems from theory to applications. Due to
the rapid progress of multidisciplinary UWB research,
such an overviewcan only be achieved by combining
the areas of expertise of severalscientists in the field.
More than 30 leading UWB researchers and
practitioners have contributed tothis book covering
the major topics relevant to UWB. These topics
includeUWB signal processing, UWB channel
measurement and modeling, higher-layerprotocol
issues, spatial aspects of UWB signaling, UWB
regulation andstandardization, implementation issues,
and UWB applications as well aspositioning. The book
is targeted at advanced academic researchers,
wireless designers, and graduate students wishing to
greatly enhance their knowledge of allaspects of UWB
systems

Fundamentals of Communication
Systems
The common principles underlying these and other
applications are extracted and presented in a unified
framework.
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Innovations and Interdisciplinary
Solutions for Underserved Areas
For one- or two-semester, senior-level undergraduate
courses in Communication Systems for Electrical and
Computer Engineering majors. This text introduces
the basic techniques used in modern communication
systems and provides fundamental tools and
methodologies used in the analysis and design of
these systems. The authors emphasize digital
communication systems, including new generations of
wireless communication systems, satellite
communications, and data transmission networks. A
background in calculus, linear algebra, basic
electronic circuits, linear system theory, and
probability and random variables is assumed.

Application of Machine Learning
Get a Solid Account of Physical Layer Communications
Theory, Illustrated with Numerous Interactive MATLAB
Mini-Projects You can rely on Fundamentals of
Communications Systems for a solid introduction to
physical layer communications theory, filled with
modern implementations and MATLAB examples. This
state-of-the-art guide covers essential theory and
current engineering practice, carefully explaining the
real-world tradeoffs necessary among performance,
spectral efficiency, and complexity. Written by an
award-winning communications expert, the book first
takes readers through analog communications basics,
amplitude modulations, analog angle modulation, and
random processes. This essential resource then
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explains noise in bandpass communications
systemsbandpass Gaussian random processesdigital
communications basicscomplexity of optimum
demodulationspectrally efficient data transmissionand
more. Fundamentals of Communications Systems
features: A modern approach to communications
theory, reflecting current engineering applications
Numerous MATLAB problems integrated throughout,
with software available for download Detailed
coverage of tradeoffs among performance, spectral
efficiency, and complexity in engineering design Text
written in four parts for easy modular presentation
Inside This On-Target Communications Engineering
Tool • Mathematical Foundations • Analog
Communications Basics • Amplitude Modulations •
Analog Angle Modulation • More Topics in Analog
Communications • Random Processes • Noise in
Bandpass Communications Systems • Bandpass
Gaussian Random Processes • Digital
Communications Basics • Optimal Single Bit
Demodulation Structures • Transmitting More than
One Bit • Complexity of Optimum Demodulation •
Spectrally Efficient Data Transmission

Codes and turbo codes
Featuring a variety of applications that motivate
students, this book serves as a companion or
supplement to any of the comprehensive textbooks in
communication systems. The book provides a variety
of exercises that may be solved on the computer
using MATLAB. By design, the treatment of the
various topics is brief. The authors provide the
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motivation and a short introduction to each topic,
establish the necessary notation, and then illustrate
the basic concepts by means of an example.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB
The renowned communications theorist Robert
Gallager brings his lucid writing style to the study of
the fundamental system aspects of digital
communication for a one-semester course for
graduate students. With the clarity and insight that
have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks,
he develops a simple framework and then combines
this with careful proofs to help the reader understand
modern systems and simplified models in an intuitive
yet precise way. A strong narrative and links between
theory and practice reinforce this concise, practical
presentation. The book begins with data compression
for arbitrary sources. Gallager then describes how to
modulate the resulting binary data for transmission
over wires, cables, optical fibers, and wireless
channels. Analysis and intuitive interpretations are
developed for channel noise models, followed by
coverage of the principles of detection, coding, and
decoding. The various concepts covered are brought
together in a description of wireless communication,
using CDMA as a case study.

Introduction to Communication Systems
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Based on the popular Artech House classic, Digital
Communication Systems Engineering with SoftwareDefined Radio, this book provides a practical
approach to quickly learning the software-defined
radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in the field.
This up-to-date volume guides readers on how to
quickly prototype wireless designs using SDR for realworld testing and experimentation. This book explores
advanced wireless communication techniques such as
OFDM, LTE, WLA, and hardware targeting. Readers
will gain an understanding of the core concepts
behind wireless hardware, such as the radio
frequency front-end, analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog converters, as well as various processing
technologies. Moreover, this volume includes chapters
on timing estimation, matched filtering, frame
synchronization message decoding, and source
coding. The orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing is explained and details about HDL code
generation and deployment are provided. The book
concludes with coverage of the WLAN toolbox with
OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox with
downlink reception. Multiple case studies are provided
throughout the book. Both MATLAB and Simulink
source code are included to assist readers with their
projects in the field.

Principles of Digital Communication
This is a concise presentation of the concepts
underlying the design of digital communication
systems, without the detail that can overwhelm
students. Many examples, from the basic to the
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cutting-edge, show how the theory is used in the
design of modern systems and the relevance of this
theory will motivate students. The theory is supported
by practical algorithms so that the student can
perform computations and simulations. Leading edge
topics in coding and wireless communication make
this an ideal text for students taking just one course
on the subject. Fundamentals of Digital
Communications has coverage of turbo and LDPC
codes in sufficient detail and clarity to enable handson implementation and performance evaluation, as
well as 'just enough' information theory to enable
computation of performance benchmarks to compare
them against. Other unique features include spacetime communication and geometric insights into
noncoherent communication and equalization.

UWB Communication Systems
Do you need to know how to develop more efficient
digital communication systems? Based on the
author's experience of over thirty years in industrial
design, this practical guide provides detailed
coverage of synchronization subsystems and their
relationship with other system components. Readers
will gain a comprehensive understanding of the
techniques needed for the design, performance
analysis and implementation of synchronization
functions for a range of different modern
communication technologies. Specific topics covered
include frequency-looked loops in wireless receivers,
optimal OFDM timing phase determination and
implementation, and interpolation filter design and
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analysis in digital resamplers. Numerous
implementation examples help readers to develop the
necessary practical skills, and slides summarizing key
concepts accompany the book online. This is an
invaluable guide and essential reference for both
practicing engineers and graduate students working
in digital communications.

Communication Systems Engineering
Course book introducing advanced control systems
for vehicles, including advanced automotive concepts
and the next generation of vehicles for ITS.

Fundamentals of Communication
Systems, Global Edition
The second edition of this accessible book provides
readers with an introductory treatment of
communication theory as applied to the transmission
of information-bearing signals. While it covers analog
communications, the emphasis is placed on digital
technology. It begins by presenting the functional
blocks that constitute the transmitter and receiver of
a communication system. Readers will next learn
about electrical noise and then progress to
multiplexing and multiple access techniques.

Digital Communication
Signal-space methods provide a unifying framework
for modulation, detection and coding concpets. Three
chapters on coding provide valuable design
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information for communications systems.

Theory and Design of Digital
Communication Systems
Offers concise, practical knowledge on modern
communication systems to help students transition
smoothly into the workplace and beyond This book
presents the most relevant concepts and technologies
of today's communication systems and presents them
in a concise and intuitive manner. It covers advanced
topics such as Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) and Multiple-Input MultipleOutput (MIMO) Technology, which are enabling
technologies for modern communication systems
such as WiFi (including the latest enhancements) and
LTE-Advanced. Following a brief introduction to the
field, Digital Communication for Practicing Engineers
immerses readers in the theories and technologies
that engineers deal with. It starts off with Shannon
Theorem and Information Theory, before moving on to
basic modules of a communication system, including
modulation, statistical detection, channel coding,
synchronization, and equalization. The next part of
the book discusses advanced topics such as OFDM
and MIMO, and introduces several emerging
technologies in the context of 5G cellular system
radio interface. The book closes by outlining several
current research areas in digital communications. In
addition, this text: Breaks down the subject into selfcontained lectures, which can be read individually or
as a whole Focuses on the pros and cons of widely
used techniques, while providing references for
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detailed mathematical analysis Follows the current
technology trends, including advanced topics such as
OFDM and MIMO Touches on content this is not
usually contained in textbooks such as cyclostationary symbol timing recovery, adaptive selfinterference canceler, and Tomlinson-Harashima
precoder Includes many illustrations, homework
problems, and examples Digital Communication for
Practicing Engineers is an ideal guide for graduate
students and professionals in digital communication
looking to understand, work with, and adapt to the
current and future technology.
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